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DJI Mavic Air 2 Flymore Combo

Mavic Air 2 takes power and portability to the next level, offering advanced features in a compact form factor. Intelligent shooting functions and
excellent image quality put aerial masterpieces within reach. Safer, smarter flight enables you to up your game while fully enjoying the creative
process.

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerDJI

Description
The secret to incredible HDR video is a high-performance Quad Bayer image sensor. A single frame separates exposure levels in different
areas, accurately capturing light and dark details. The images are layered to create a colorful, balanced, and eye-catching picture with higher
dynamic range.
Mavic Air 2 features SmartPhoto, which integrates scene recognition, HyperLight, and HDR into one mode for optimal results. Scene recognition
optimizes different camera parameters for various scenes and supports intelligent recognition of five categories: sunset, skies, grass, snow, and
trees.
Mavic Air 2 offers DJI’s most advanced panorama mode, with a higher dynamic range and colors that are vivid and incredibly accurate.
Professional-quality footage is effortless thanks to FocusTrack. This easy-to-use suite of intelligent tracking modes includes Active Track 3.0,
Spotlight 2.0, and Point of Interest 3.0, allowing you to unleash your creativity.
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Mavic Air 2 supports Hyperlapse in 8K, allowing you to warp time and space for especially stunning footage. Best of all, you can achieve this
shot without complex post-processing. Choose from Free, Circle, Course Lock, and Waypoint modes, select the shooting location, and the DJI
Fly app will do the rest.
Capture cinematic video clips automatically with QuickShots. With just a few taps, Mavic Air 2 plans and flies a complicated aerial route for a
professional-quality shot. Add music, effects, and filters with super-intuitive Story templates so you can share your masterpiece directly to social
media
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